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Gerry Anderson's classic cult 1960s TV series, 'Captain Scarlet and the Mysterons' is back on our
screens in the most impressive animated series to hit kids' TV this century. Now called 'Gerry
Anderson's New Captain Scarlet' it now uses motion-capture CGI instead of Puppets which gives each
character much more believability and enables each episode to be packed with break-neck action
and stunning visuals as well as breath-taking scenes,mind-blowing action and dramatic storylines in
each 22-minute episode of Gerry Anderson's New Captain Scarlet it packs all the punch of a
blockbuster movie. With production costs of $30 million across 26 episodes and produced in High
Definition with Dolby 5.1 Surround Sound, New Captain Scarlet brings the cinema experience directly
into the home. When a mysterious extraterrestrial signal is detected emanating from Mars, the world
security organization known as Spectrum sends agents Captain Scarlet and Captain Black to
investigate. The two men soon discover the source of the signals: a huge alien city, which
materializes into visibility before their startled eyes. The aliens dispatch a probe to examine the
Earth vehicle, but Black assumes it to be hostile, and fires a burst of missiles which utterly destroys
the entire city. However, the alien buildings immediately reform using an unearthly process known
as retro-metabolism, and the city's inhabitants, the Mysterons, immediately retaliate by killing Black
and declaring war on Earth. The Mysterons are able convert anyone or anything to their cause by
destroying the original and then recreating it as a new, 'Mysteronised' agent - capable of employing
any means necessary to bring about the downfall of the human race. From Spectrum's high-flying
center of operations, Skybase, its leader, Colonel White, uses all available resources to thwart the
Mysteron threat, including a crack team of colour-coded agents; the sleek but deadly Angel
Interceptors, also known as Falcons; the tank-like Rhinos; and the ultra-fast Raid bikes. One of
Spectrum's top agents is Captain Scarlet; once a Mysteron agent, Scarlet was able to throw off his
conditioning and regain his sense of loyalty to Spectrum, with the added bonus that he is now
indestructible. Fearless in his mission to protect Earth, Captain Scarlet is aided by the brave and
intelligent Captain Blue, and together they attempt to defeat the menace of the Mysterons. Captain
Scarlet and the other members of a secret organization fights against an unseen alien race known as
The Mysterons. I was pleasantly surprised recently to stumble across this TV series as I was a fan of
the original and am glad that the characters can now do so much more in the CGI format. The new
stories are great. I bought the series 1 box set on DVD and enjoy watching and re-watching my
favorite episodes! This box set only covers the first 13 episodes which aired on UK TV in 2005, but
am hoping that the series 2 box set will be available before too long as they finished airing in
November of 2005. I regret having missed seeing those episodes at the time as we do get that
channel over here in Ireland. The DVD has some decent bonus features... I recommend checking it
out! Any true Captain Scarlet/Gerry Anderson fan owes it to themselves! Cheers! Anyone fearing
another 'Thunderbirds' style mess need not worry. With original creator Gerry Anderson on board
this show can't fail.

The first episode has just appeared on British T.V and I am amazed by the results. The original
storyline is being stuck to but with more advanced machinery. Also, Lieutenant Green is now a lady
and Doctor Fawn is now Doctor Gold.

Capatin Black is back, sinister as ever complete with a Matrix-style coat and all the necessary lurking
around in graveyards. Mysteron agents now have glowing green eyes too.

The new vehicles are bigger, chunkier and shinier. The first episode sees the red Spectrum Patrol
Car, a flying motorbike, a five strong squadron of Angels and of course Skybase (replacing
Cloudbase) which is simply a huge airborne airport.

I am a big fan of the original show and all of Gerry Andersons work, I didn't know what to expect
from this but I was not disappointed. You get the feeling that this is the show that he had in mind all
along but was just not possible with puppets. There is fantastic action which really picks up towards
the end. The show gets moving fast too, there is no slow introduction which I felt hindered the
original.

There are 13 episodes in the first series, lasting approx 20 minutes each. Expect this to be 'BIG', the
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merchandise is already being produced, as is a second series.

One complaint? No hint of Barry Gray's original music theme. Pity.

Nevertheless, congratulations on a fantastic new show Mr Anderson, now hurry up and give us some
Thunderbirds and show Jonathan Frakes how its done! 646f9e108c 
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